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 JévaG strongly refutes the theory of Mäyävädés that the cosmos is a mere 
illusory manifestation—the . Rather, it is a result 
( ), or modification of the bahiraìgä-çakti, or the extrinsic 
potency of Paramätmä—  The cosmos

 On the authority of the Bhägavatam, he establishes that the cosmos is a 
real effect of the real potency of Paramätmä.

: It is Brahman who appears as the cosmos thru 
the agency of Mäyä, just as a rope appears as a snake in semi-darkness—
so it is a misperception  cosmos is not real. But we do feel the reality of 
cosmos. So the radical Advaitavädés postulate that the cosmos is like a 
rope mistaken for a snake. Despite illusory perception, it  can elicit fear 
in the mind of the beholder  it is only an empirical reality to the world, 
but not ontological reality. 
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: JévaG reasons that the cosmos is NOT 
unreal (mithyä), because it is non-distinct from its real source, 
Paramätmä. It is real, but undergoes cycles of manifestation and 
unmanifestation, in the form of creation and dissolution. Even in the 
state of dissolution, the cosmos still exists in its unmanifest form 
within Paramätmä.

 But then how to account for the immutability of Paramätmä. He is 
not only as the instrumental cause of the cosmos (nimitta), but also 
as its constituent cause (upädäna). This would seem to negate His 
immutability.

 JévaG’s resolution: The part that undergoes modification, Mäyä, is 
extrinsic to Paramätmä’s essential nature. At the same time, Mäyä is 
non-different from Him—the acintya-bheda-abheda doctrine
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Thus far, JévaG established:
 Paramätma is both the efficient cause (nimitta) and material cause 

(upädäna) as the Lord endowed with His potencies.
 Paramätmä always remain pure.
 What is sat-kärya-väda? Though the effect is accepted as being 

nondifferent from the cause, it is not exactly the same (thread & cloth)
 Paramätmä has inconceivable potency by which a part of Him 

undergoes modification in the form of the universe w/out causing any 
change in His essential nature.

 The universe is non-different from Paramätmä, who is endowed. with 
potencies to cause manifestation of the universe
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On an empirical platform, even though effect is non-different 
from its cause, the cause must undergo some transformation 
(vikära) as well to produce the effect. Otherwise, the cause 
& effect would be absolutely same. (ex: milk transformed 
into yogurt)

To manifest cosmos in modifying prakåti, however, 
Paramätmä remains unchanged. And JévaG resolves this 
dilemma by showing that Paramätmä has inconceivable 
potency, by which a part of Him (His external potency 
Mäyä) undergoes modification in the form of the universe 
w/out causing any change in His essential nature (svarüpa-
lakñaëa)
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The universe, the body, the sense objects, and the material 
elements are not independent and thus not different from 
Paramätmä, but Paramätmä is distinct from all these.

Although an effect is not different from its cause, the cause 
is not absolutely one with its effect. Next, JévaG will 
explain that true perception depends upon the perceiver, 
and hence the world is viewed differently by different 
people.
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The Vedas personified provide 3 reasons why the universe is 
to be considered as non-different from Paramätmä

i. He is its constituent cause, particularly by His potency of 
“existence (sat)” Analogy: Gold is the constituent cause of the 
ornaments.

ii. Those who are devoted to Paramätmä, however, see Him in 
everything. They are compared to the jeweler in quest of gold.

iii. It is the manifestation from the Lord, who created it and then 
entered within it in two ways, as its unremitting cause and as 
the Immanent Self.
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Thus far, JévaG established that the universe is the result of 
transformation of Paramätmä’s external energy, Mäyä , 
and refuted the theory of illusion . 

 When the word “ ,” or is used for the world, take it to 
mean false, or , while the take it to mean “real, but 
temporary.” 

 the effect exists in its cause in a subtle or potential form. 
accommodates .

 Paramätmä remains free from the defect of modification while still being 
both the nimitta & constituent causes of the universe.
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बुदे्धर्जागरणं स्वप्न सुषुप्तिररति चोच्यिे।

मजयजमजत्रतमदं रजर्न् नजनजतं्व प्रत्यगजत्मतन॥

“Wakefulness, dreaming, and deep sleep are said to be 
the 3 states of the intellect ( ). These manifoldness 
projected onto the indwelling self ( ) is nothing 
but illusion, O King.” [12.4.25]
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The 3 states of intellect = the 
3 upädhis of the pure self 
( ), who presides over 
them conditioned Jéva

 Jéva is aware of the gross body, which it can give up w/out 
subtle body  called = to enter = witness to the external world

 Jéva identifies with the subtle body  made up of (fire), or 
because it is a witness to dreams, which are also the products of 

 Jéva identifies with avidyä called because it perceives 
nothing and remains as pure consciousness

and its 3 states are products of Mäyä, and the pure self 
( ) is independent of them
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QUIZ: QUESTIONS/ANSWERS

1. How the bondage of the Jiva can be possible at all, when the 
latter is superior to Paramatma’s extrinsic potency, Maya?
 It is because of the trans-rational (beyond human logic and reasoning) 

power of Maya that the Jiva becomes infatuated with her creation.

2. Because Bhagavan is fully satisfied in Himself (atmarama), 
what could possibly impel Him to create the cosmos in the 
first place?
 This is simply out of love for those of His devotees who could not attain 

perfection of their devotional service unto Him in the previous cycle and 
who are still lying dormant within Paramatma. So His true intent behind 
creation is simply to provide yet another opportunity for them to complete 
the course of their devotion.
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3. It is the Vivartavadi contention that the Jiva’s bondage is 
due to his ignorance; upon being enlightened of Brahman 
realization by the study of Vedanta and practice of 
meditation, austerities and penance, his illusory 
perception of the material world would be dissipated. 
However, JivaG shows that there is no necessity for such 
an occurrence. What is then actually needed? Explain the 
analogy offered in this context.
 No one can become liberated by his own endeavor. Only those who take 

shelter of Him can transcend His formidable Maya [Bg 7.4]. If the vision 
of the sun is covered with dense cloud, which is the result of the sun’s 
own heat potency, the eyes have no power to dispel it. The sun alone 
can dispel the cloud. Once the cloud is dispersed and there is light, the 
eyes can function. Similarly, in our conditioned state, we have no power 
to become released from our own conditioning. Even when situated in
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 Knowledge, we cannot become free, because knowledge too is a part 
of Maya, the mode of goodness.

 Even if one realizes that he is not the body and thus become jivan-
mukta, we cannot attain freedom from ahankara-tattva, the undesirable 
“I”-consciousness, which remains within Maya’s domain. It is the real 
“I”-consciousness of the pure spirit soul that is needed.

4. How can the nirguna Paramatma associate with the 
gunas?

and causes the 
universe to become unmanifest in the reverse order [3.7.4]. He is 
exclusively all-consciousness [cin-matrasya], immutable and remains 
untouched by the gunas [3.7.2]. Even His cosmic pastimes cannot be 
the cause behind creation. His svarupa-Shakti is inconceivable and 
trans-rational. Maya is a reflection of the Lord, and thus cannot touch 
Him, but reflection can influence others.
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5. How can the Jiva be deluded?
 It is thru Maya’s two divisions, called jiva-maya and guna-maya. The 

first one conceals the true knowledge of the Jiva, and the second one 
presents the objects of material enjoyment. Even though the Jiva too is 
constitutively cin-matrasya, he belongs to Bhagavan’s marginal 
potency, meaning he oscillates between the Lord’s internal and 
external potencies. When he voluntarily turned himself away from the 
Lord (because of the misuse of his free will due to strong material 
desires independent from Bhagavan), the Jiva comes under the spell of 
Maya.

6. Why is Paramatma not influenced by Maya?
 If the light of the sun reflects into a person’s eyes, it covers his vision 

and simultaneously presents a polychromatic display. But the reflection 
cannot influence the sun. Similarly, Maya can influence the Jiva but not 
Paramatma. He owns and controls Maya.
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7. How does Maitreya Muni explain that the Jiva’s bondage 
is not real; rather, it is apparent?
 “Because of Maya, the Jiva’s loss of knowledge and bliss makes its 

appearance w/out cause or purpose. It is similar to the seer of a dream 
experiencing his head being cut off, which is impossible [3.7.10].

 It is not possible for the Jiva to lose his inherent nature, which is 
consciousness and self-awareness, and become bound by the 3 
modes of material nature. Yet, by the inconceivable power of Maya, it 
does appear to be the case. She makes us see things that are other 
than the reality. The Jiva appears to be bound, though in fact, he is 
ever free. It is the very nature of Maya’s avidya potency to keep the 
Jiva in perpetual darkness about reality.

 Maitreya Muni cites another analogy that of the shimmering of the 
moon observed in water. Similarly, the attributes of the non-self [the 
body], seem to belong to the self, the witness, although they do not 
factually exist in it [3.7.11].
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Thus, JévaG raises a doubt: If the Lord is the agent of such 
actions as protecting the demigods and killing the demons, then 
He must be influenced by the material modes; otherwise, how 
could He behave in the manner? He would be biased against the 
wicked and favoring saintly. If, on the other hand, these actions 
are done either by His expansions, or directly by Him, then it 
would contradict the principle that His actions and attributes are 
part of His inherent nature [ ].
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 “One whose foot has been pricked by a thorn would not desire 
others to suffer such agony, having understood the sameness of all 
living beings [in regard to the experience of pain] through external 
signs, but not a person who has never been so pricked.” [10.10.14]

 It is the feeling of empathy that impels one to remove the misery of 
the person with whom one empathizes. For Bhagavän, however, such 
empathy is impossible  He is not impelled by compassion, because 
to be compassionate the pain of another has to touch one’s own 
heart.

 For Bhagavän, who is eternally blissful and free from sin, there is no 
experience of material misery, just as there is a complete absence of 
darkness in light or an owl’s capacity to see the sun.
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 He experiences only His intrinsic potency 
while realizing the pain and pleasure of His devotee. Thus, the principle 
that He is unable to experience material pain and pleasure is not violated.
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